
Reurrent Neural Networks � Models,Capaities, and AppliationsLu De Raedt, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, BelgiumBarbara Hammer, TU Clausthal, GermanyPasal Hitzler, Universität Karlsruhe (TH), GermanyWolfgang Maass, TU Graz, Austria20.01.08 - 25.01.08AbstratThe seminar entered around reurrent information proessing in neuralsystems and its onnetions to brain sienes, on the one hand, and highersymboli reasoning, on the other side. The goal was to explore onnetionsaross the disiplines and to takle important questions whih arise in allsub-disiplines suh as representation of temporal information, generalizationability, inferene, and learning.1 Goals of the seminarArti�ial neural networks (FNNs) onstitute a partiularly suessful mahinelearning tehnique with appliation areas ranging from industrial tasks up to simu-lations of biologial neural networks. The seminar entered around reurrent neuralnetworks (RNNs), whih inlude yli onnetions of the neurons and whih aninorporate ontext information or temporal dependenies in a natural way. Spa-tiotemporal data and ontext relations our frequently in various highly relevantdomains suh as robotis, system identi�ation and ontrol, bioinformatis, med-ial and biomedial data, sensor streams in tehnial appliations, natural speehproessing, analysis of text and web douments, et. Moreover, spatiotemporalsignals and feedbak onnetions are ubiquitous when onsidering biologial neu-ral networks of the human brain. Therefore, RNNs arry the promise of e�ientbiologially plausible signal proessing models optimally suited for a wide area ofindustrial appliations on the one hand and an explanation of ognitive phenomenaof the human brain on the other hand.However, simple feedforward networks without reurrent onnetions and witha feature enoding of omplex spatiotemporal signals whih neglets strutural1
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aspets of data are still the preferred model in industrial or sienti� appliations,disregarding the great potential of feedbak onnetions. This is mainly due to thefat that traditional training of RNNs, unlike FNNs and bakpropagation, faessevere problems: bakpropagation for RNNs su�ers from numerial barriers, aformal learning theory of RNNs in the lassial sense of PAC learning does hardlyexist, RNNs easily show omplex haoti behavior whih is ompliated to manage,and the way how humans use reurrene to ope with language, omplex symbols,or logial inferene is only partially understood.The aim of the seminar was to bring together researhers who are involved in thesedi�erent areas, in order to further the understanding and development of e�ient,biologially plausible reurrent information proessing, both in theory and in ap-pliations. Although often takled separately, these aspets, the investigation ofognitive models, the design of e�ient training models, and the integration ofsymboli systems into RNNs, severely in�uene eah other, and they need to beintegrated to ahieve optimum models, algorithmi design, and theoretial bak-ground. Partiular aspets whih should be addressed in the seminar, inluded1. the explanation of 'reurrent' phenomena observed in humans and the devel-opment of orresponding biologially plausible models, (Cognitive models)2. the design of e�ient reurrent training algorithms beyond numerially in-stable gradient based tehniques, (Training models)3. the theoretial understanding of the apaity of reurrent models, its on-netions to high-level strutures and symboli paradigms, and the design oforresponding systems. (Symboli models)2 Struture29 experts from 10 di�erent ountries joined the seminar, inluding a good mixtureof established sientists and promising young researhers working in the �eld. A-ording to the interdisiplinary topi, the main subjets of the researhers overedheterogeneous �elds inluding omputational neurosiene, pattern reognition /neuroinformatis, and logi / relational learning. In spite of the diverse bak-grounds, the partiipants shared a ommon strong interest in reurrent neuralnetworks, in partiular on inferene in reurrent neural networks. This unusualsetup allowed us to disuss salient issues in a way that integrated perspetives fromseveral sienti� disiplines, thereby providing numerous valuable new insights andresearh ontats for the partiipants. Correspondingly, a wide range of topis wasovered during disussions and brainstorming in the seminar.During the week, 28 talks were presented whih addressed di�erent aspets ofRNNs and whih were grouped aording to the following topis:
• The relation of logi and RNNs 2



• Statistial logi
• Biologial bakground, experiments and models
• RNN training models
• RNNs for struturesThe talks were supplemented by vivid disussions based on the presented topisand beyond. Dediated disussion sessions entered around various problems andperspetives in this �eld suh as the role of logial inferene in RNNs, similaritiesand dissimilarities of neuro-symboli integration and statistial relational learn-ing, the parallels between natural and arti�ial NNs, and urrent hallenges for(industrial) appliations of RNNs. This was omplemented by slots designated tosummarize the insights gained during the week and to put it into a number ofquestions / hallenges. The Wednesday afternoon session `Trajetory in the envi-ronment' in form of a walk in the beautiful surrounding of Dagstuhl gave ampleopportunity to further sienti� disussions.3 ResultsA variety of open problems and hallenges ame up during the week. The followingtopis were identi�ed as entral issues in the ontext of RNNs:
• Information representation: How are temporal orrelations best repre-sented in RNNs? What is the role of �xed points / attrators / haotidynamis in information representation? How an higher symboli informa-tion be represented in RNNs? The problem of how information is representedis entral in pratial learning tasks as well as biologial modelling.
• RNNs and strutures: How an strutures suh as sets, graphs, Herbrand-domains be dealt with in RNNs? How an operations on strutures, in par-tiular standard planning, logial inferene, et. be realized in (or ombinedwith) RNNs? While a uniform integration of logial strutures into RNNsis entral in ore neuro-symboli integration, it is takled in a variety of dif-ferent ways in onrete learning tasks where strutures are involved, rangingfrom (e�ient) ad ho solutions, dediated dynamis suh as graph NNs, toa tight and e�ient marriage of logial representations and statistial mod-elling in statistial relational learning.
• Do we need strutures: The question was posed whether higher struturesplay a role for modelling biologial phenomena, on the one hand, and whetherstrutures are bene�ial for pratial appliations, on the other hand. Wearrived at the onlusion that higher level strutures for inferene are likelyto be needed also in the brain, but that there are rather sparse biologial3



data that ould suggest suitable models. This gives rise to interesting openquestions for neural network researhers, where the hallenge is to design ar-ti�ial neural network models that provide the desired funtionality, but alsomeet known biologial onstraints. When onsidering appliations, benh-marks suh as long-term-predition, planning, and reasoning inherently relyon strutures. It was pointed out that strutural aspets an also add a bene-�t to propositional tasks sine problems onneted to omplex preproessingof data or bad generalization in the absene of su�ient examples an beavoided by integrating strutural aspets.
• Benhmarks: One entral issue raised in the seminar is the neessity forbenhmarks to test the advantages of logi integration and reurrene om-pared to simple models. Although a number of interesting appliations e.g.in hemistry or time series proessing exist, large-sale appliations wherehigher-order strutures are the key to a good solution in omparison to sim-pler models seem missing. Thereby, benhmarks an inlude both, large-salevetorial domains where the integration of logi or strutures yields better/ more e�ient solutions, as well as large-sale appliations from inherentlystrutured domains.Overall, the presentations and disussions revealed that RNNs onstitute a highlydiverse and evolving �eld whih opens interesting perspetives to mahine learningfor strutures in the broadest sense. It still waits with quite a few open problemsfor researhers, a entral problem being e�ient and robust learning methods forhallenging domains.
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